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ONEGAUGE INSTALLATION AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALLING A ONEGAUGE V2 HUB
THIS DOCUMENT IS A WORK IN PROGRESS. FOR QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT SUPPORT@THEONEGAUGE.COM

Updated 7/12/20

WARNING: ONEGAUGE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ACCIDENT, INJURY, OR DEATH CAUSED BY THE MISUSE
OR MALFUNCTIONING OF ANY EQUIPTMENT INSTALLED BY THE USER. ONEGAUGE IS ALSO NOT RESPONSIBLE
FOR ANY DAMAGE TO A VEHICLE OR PERSON THAT RESULTS FROM THE FAILURE OR MISUSE OF ANY PRODUCT
SOLD BY ONEGAUGE.
It is the user’s responsibility to ensure a safe and responsible installation. The battery should always be
disconnected before performing any electrical work or maintenance. A fire extinguisher should be readily
available during installation and OneGauge STRONGLY recommends carrying a fire extinguisher at all times in any
vehicle.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS REQUIRED FOR INSTALLATION:
Screwdrivers (small Phillips and standard)
Wire cutting/stripping tools
Electrical Tape
Soldering or crimping tools
Teflon pipe fitting tape (suggested for threaded sensors)
The following materials are required for any troubleshooting and are not provided by OneGauge. Failure to obtain
these materials will render OneGauge unable to provide troubleshooting assistance and therefore unable to process a
return or warranty redemption. Buyer will be responsible for shipping costs of returning any products to OneGauge
for troubleshooting or diagnosis.
Personal Computer (PC) running Windows
Micro SD card and Micro SD card reader (for LCD screen troubleshooting)
Multimeter with Voltage and Resistance capabilities
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Difficulty Level: Easy
Estimated Installation Time: 2-4hrs, depending on number of sensors purchased and familiarity with factory sensor
locations and removal/installation procedures.
•

•

Despite the length of this document, installing the OneGauge system is very easy and, for the most part,
requires no more skill than changing out a factory sensor. Much time and frustration can be saved by
determining the following information before considering a OneGauge purchase:
o Port locations, number of ports, and port sizes of all threaded ports (most commonly engine coolant
temperature, engine oil temperature, transmission fluid temperature, and oil pressure ports).
o Fuel pump and fuel hose location as well as fuel hose diameter.
o Location of the wiring involved with reading the factory fuel tank level sender.
If at any time you have questions or concerns, please reach out to us via the OneGauge Facebook group or email
(theonegauge@gmail.com).

Locating and Securing the OneGauge Hub:
•

•

•

The Hub can be located anywhere in the vehicle as long as the user is able to run wires to all selected sensors.
For easiest wiring, the Hub can be installed in the engine compartment away from all moving parts and as far
from heat sources, especially the radiator and exhaust, as possible. All communication with displays is wireless
and will require no wires to be run into the cab. Hub orientation is not important and it can be installed upsidedown or on a vertical surface with no issue.
The OneGauge Hub should be in whatever way is most convenient. Drilling or cutting of the plastic case may be
required to secure the OneGauge to prevent movement during vehicle operation. If any drilling or cutting is
done, be very careful not to damage any of the electronic components.
The OneGauge custom 3D Printed hub includes 4 tabs for mounting. Do not overtighten any screws through
these tabs as they are easily broken if over-torqued. For added security in high-movement locations or
usages (such as off-roading), we recommending adding at least one screw or mounting point through bottom
of the inside of the case.

Installation summary:
•

There are really only a few steps involved in installing a OneGauge system.
o First, install all sensors in their respective ports (for temperature/pressure sensors), connect any
required hoses (for vacuum/boost sensors), or connect any required wiring (for voltage or fuel level
sensors). Remember that OneGauge cannot share sensors with your factor cluster or your ECU, so
OneGauge sensors should only be connected to the OneGauge hub.
o Next, connect the supplied red wire to your vehicle’s voltage source (12-15v typical) and use the black
wire to connect the unit to ground. Ensure both connections are clean and secure. We recommend
wiring a switch to power on and off the unit, but it can also be wired to key-on power.
o If you purchased an OBD setup with a supplied OBDII reader, plug the OBDII reader into your vehicle’s
OBDII port.
o Your OneGauge is ready to go- check all of your connections before powering on and ensure that you’ve
connected the power wires to the correct terminals.
o When powered on, your OneGauge setup is ready to connect to your phone or tablet and if you
purchased an LCD screen it should power on with the Hub.
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SENSOR INSTALLATION
Overview:
•

•

•

Each sensor is installed in its factory location unless otherwise specified. It is the user’s responsibility to find any
adapters that may be necessary prior to installation. Many adapters can be purchased from Amazon, Ebay, local
hardware stores, or specialty stores like Fastenal.
Each sensor has an assigned screw terminal number on the OneGauge Hub (see the Screw Terminal Labels
section of these instructions). There are many screw terminals, so double and triple check the wiring before
powering up the Hub for the first time. Installing a wire on the wrong terminal could damage or destroy a sensor
and/or the Hub.
Below is an image and list of all screw terminal assignments. There will likely be empty screw terminals unless
you are using every available sensor. Make sure to verify that every wire is installed in its correct terminal and is
secured.

BEFORE BEGINNING, THE INSTALLER MUST:
•
•

Disconnect the battery to and ensure that the engine is off and is in no danger of engaging. Set the
parking brake for safety and use wheel chocks to prevent any movement of the vehicle.
Always have a fire extinguisher close by in case of fire. OneGauge recommends that a fire
extinguisher be stored in the vehicle at all times.

TEMPERATURE SENSORS:
1. Coolant Temperature Sensor
a. Sensor installation: Coolant temperature sensors are designed to provide the temperature of coolant or
antifreeze in the engine’s cooling system. Ideally, the sensor should be placed after (downstream) the
coolant moves through the engine but before (upstream) the thermostat. Sensors placed downstream of
the thermostat will provide incorrect readings until the thermostat opens at its designated temperature.
Placement of the coolant temperature sensor is dictated by available ports. If the user prefers to retain
the stock coolant temperature sensor that provides data to the instrument cluster or engine computer,
a separate installation port will be required for the OneGauge coolant sensor. The OneGauge sensor
and stock sensor cannot be shared; separate sensors must be installed for each system. Attempting to
run both wires to the same sensor is likely to destroy the OneGauge hub, the vehicles instrument
cluster or computer, or both and could cause a fire. DO NOT attempt to use a single sensor for both
systems. It is the user’s responsibility to find the ideal installation location for their engine and
determine if additional ports are available for a OneGauge sensor.
b. Wire installation: After sensor is installed, used the supplied wire to connect the sensor to the
OneGauge hub. Do not attempt to install the wire before securing the sensor into its port; twisting the
wire may damage it and cause sensor malfunctions. Refer to Table 1 for correct terminal locations.
Ensure that the wire is clear of any moving engine parts, such as fans, and that it will not be crushed or
burned due to proximity to hot elements such as the exhaust manifold or radiator. Secure the wire with
zip ties to keep it in place.
2. Oil Temperature Sensor
a. Sensor Installation: The sensor should be installed into an available port that makes frequent or
constant contact with oil that it is moving through the engine. Applications will differ on every engine, so
it is the user’s responsibility to locate and test, if necessary, any potential mounting ports.
b. Follow part 1a above to wire the sensor.
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3. Transmission Temperature Sensor
a. Sensor installation: As with the Oil Temperature sensor, port availability will depend on the vehicle. It is
the user’s responsibility to locate and test, if necessary, any potential mounting ports. Common ports
for Transmission temperature sensors are at the fluid pan (often a bung must be welded to the pan) or,
if the vehicle is equipped with a transmission fluid cooler, in line with the transmission cooler at the
output of the transmission.
b. Follow part 1a above to wire the sensor.
4. Non-Threaded Temperature Sensors (ambient air sensors or others)
a. Sensor Installation: These sensors are digital and can be placed wherever the user feels appropriate. The
sensor should be secured to its mounting location and then wired.
b. Wire Installation: After the sensor is installed, route the wires as appropriate. The power (red) and
ground (black) wires should be connected to 5v and Ground terminals respectively. Ensure that the
wires are clear of any moving engine parts, such as fans, and that they will not be crushed or burned due
to proximity to hot elements such as the exhaust manifold or radiator. Secure each wire with zip ties to
keep it in place. Refer to Table 1 for correct sensor terminals.
PRESSURE/VACUUM/BOOST SENSORS:
5. Oil Pressure Sensor Installation:
a. Options for installing an oil pressure sensor:
i. To continue to use the factory oil pressure gauge: An additional sensor will need to be installed.
Typically it is simple to installed a 1/4" NPT brass t-fitting that will allow the installation of two
sensors where the factory sensor is located. The OneGauge sensor and stock sensor cannot be
shared; separate sensors must be installed for each system. Attempting to run both wires to the
same sensor is likely to destroy the OneGauge hub, the vehicles instrument cluster or computer,
or both and could cause a fire. DO NOT attempt to use a single sensor for both systems.
ii. If the factory oil pressure gauge will not be used: The user has the option to remove and
replace the factory sender or use the existing sender if it matches the sender sold and
programmed by OneGauge. If you have questions, please contact OneGauge for support.
b. Follow part 1a above to wire the sensor.
6. Vacuum/Boost sensor installation
a. This sensor is built into the OneGauge hub and may already be wired upon arrival. Table 1 provides the
terminal labels for verification.
b. A vacuum hose must be run to the input port of the sensor as pictured below. The vacuum line should
be run off of the intake manifold since it measures manifold vacuum, not the carburetor.
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WARNING: TAKE ALL NECESSARY PRECUATIONS WHEN WORKING WITH GASOLINE OR DEISEL FUEL
ALWAYS HAVE AN OPERATIONAL FIRE EXTENGUISHER CLOSE BY IN CASE OF FIRE
DO NOT work on fuel sensor installation when the engine is running or when an open flame or spark source is
present. Before and after installing any of the fuel sensors listed below, check for fuel leaks or any potential
sources of sparks. If you are not comfortable working with fuel lines on your vehicle, consult a professional.

7. Fuel Level
a. The fuel level gauge is a unique gauge in the OneGauge setup because it requires the use of the factory
fuel level arm built in the fuel tank. If you wish to retain the use of your factory fuel gauge you will not
be able to include fuel level as part of OneGauge.
b. Fuel level is measured through the stock sender using the resistance of current flowing through the level
arm in the fuel tank. As the level of the fuel changes, the resistance level changes and is measured by
the gauge. OneGauge works using the same system but operates on a different voltage, so having both
systems work using a single sensor will destroy one or both.
c. In order to install the OneGauge fuel level wire, you will need to locate the wire that runs from the
factory fuel level gauge to the fuel tank. A wiring diagram for your vehicle will be very helpful in isolating
this wire. This wire should provide positive voltage to the sender. The signal travels through the sender
at the fuel tank and out the other wire, which is grounded.
d. Once you find the voltage source for the factory sender, you will need to cut this wire. You will now have
two wires- one running from the gauge, which can be taped off and set aside, and the remaining wire
that runs to the fuel sender. The supplied wire fuel level wire can be spliced to this remaining wire so
that there is a connection directly from the OneGauge hub to the fuel sender.
8. Fuel Pressure
Note- the fuel pressure and oil pressure sensor may look the same. Be sure to check the label on the wiring for
the correct screw terminal label.
a. In order to install a fuel pressure sensor, an in-line “tee” must be used to include the sensor in the fuel
hose. Check your fuel hose and determine which size fuel hose your vehicle uses in order to obtain the
correct tee. Common sizes are 5/16” or 3/8” fuel hose.
b. To install the sensor, make sure that the wiring pigtail is removed from the body of the sensor and screw
the sensor into the tee. A little teflon tape on the threads can help ensure a tight seal between the tee
and the sensor.
c. Determine an ideal place to add the tee to the fuel hose. For correct readings, the sensor needs to be
located after (downstream) of the fuel pump. If your vehicle comes equipped with a hard fuel line
(often steel or aluminum) that connects the fuel pump to the carburetor, this line may have to be
shortened or reconfigured to allow enough for the sensor. This is even more important is a fuel
flow/temperature sensor is also included in your installation.
d. After cutting the fuel hose, install the tee and ensure use hose clamps to create a tight fit and avoid
leaks. Install the wiring pigtail into the sensor and install the red (5v), black (ground) and sensor wire
(typically yellow or green) into the correct terminal as described in Table 1.
9. Fuel Temperature and Flow
a. Installation of the Fuel Temperature and Flow sensor is much the same as the installation for the Fuel
Pressure sensor above. However, this sensor does not require a tee as it has hose barbs threaded onto
the ends of the sensor.
b. Follow steps 7c and 7d above. There will be two sets of wires connected to this sensor. The Flow sensor
includes a red (5v), black (ground), and colored wire. The colored wire attaches to the terminal
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described in Table 1. The second set of wires is for the fuel temperature sensor. These wires are black
(ground), and a colored wire. Secure the colored wire to the correct terminal as described in Table 1.
10. Engine RPM
a. Please see the Tachometer instructions available on TheOneGauge.com/FAQs for help selecting and
testing a tachometer setup.
b. For Dakota Digital tachometer setups (old version, no longer sold): The RPM sensor comes pre-installed
if purchased with the Hub kit and will be installed on the inside or outside of the case like the Vacuum
sensor. You will only need to connect your tachometer signal source’s wire to the labeled wire on the
Tachometer Interface. If you have trouble with the signal or are getting incorrect readings, see the
included instruction manual for the universal tachometer interface or reach out to us for help.
c. For OneGauge Hub V2:
i. For Gasoline engines:
ii. There are multiple options for tachometer input sensors. Screw terminal F1 is used for the
tachometer signal input. For some engines, such as LS engines, those with HEI distributors, or
MSD distributors with a dedicated tach signal wire, you can wire your tachometer signal directly
into this terminal. However, this pin is only designed to handle 12 to 15 volts, so signals higher
than 15 volts or signals driven by the ignition coil require a Universal Tachometer module (see b
below).
iii. If you are unsure of the voltage of your tach signal or the signal is ever above 15 volts, it is best
to use the Universal Tachometer module sold by OneGauge and available from online retailers.
This module has four connections- 12 volt power input, Ground, Tachometer Signal Input (from
your vehicle) and tachometer signal output (to terminal F1 of the OneGauge hub).
iv. To calibrate the signal, follow steps ix. and x. below. Most engines send a signal every other
rotation for engine cylinder. So a V8 typically sends 4 signals per rotation, a 6 cylinder 3 signals,
a 4 cylinder 2 signals, etc. The rpm adjustment number, there for, for a V8 would be 4, for a 6
cylinder 3, etc.
v. For Diesel Setups using an Alternator Tachometer:
vi. You will first need a way to measure the RPM of the engine for calibration using a test light or
other method. If you cannot measure RPM, you will need to measure the diameter of your
alternator pulley and compare this the diameter of the crankshaft pulley. Your calibration ratio
would then be: Ratio = Crankshaft Pulley Diameter / Alternator Pulley Diameter
vii. Install the alternator sensor using these instructions for Autometer Diesel Tachometer Adapter,
found here: https://www.autometer.com/media/manual/2650-1885.pdf. The photo is helpful,
but only the first paragraph of the “Installation” heading applies to this product since you are
only using the alternator pickup and not the rest of the sensor.
viii. When the vehicle is running, there should now be a signal going to your new tachometer, but it
will probably be 3-4x higher than your actual RPM. This is because your alternator pulley is likely
spinning 3-4x faster than your crankshaft since it is much smaller.
ix. For LCD Touchscreen setups: To compensate for pulley size differences, on the LCD screens I
have added a calibration screen. If you touch the speedometer, it will open the calibration
screen. Use this screen to calibrate your tachometer. To calculate RPM, the computer measures
the RPM coming from the alternator and divides it by the calibration number (RPM/calibration).
So, to reduce the RPM, you need to increase the calibration number. If your RPM is 3 times
higher than the actual engine RPM, you will need to adjust the calibration number to 3. You can
then make fine adjustments up or down to dial in the setting. Anytime you make a change, this
number is automatically saved by the computer. You can the exit this screen and return to your
gauges by pressing somewhere on the screen that is not one of the four calibration buttons.
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x. For tablet/phone setups: If the ratio is known, the OneGauge Hub can be pre-programmed to
calibrate your tachometer. In addition, a rotating knob can be provided to allow the user to
adjust the calibration number. This number will also be listed as a sensor in your selected app.
11. GPS and Accelerometer Sensors
a. GPS sensors require no installation other than fixing the GPS antenna in a suitable location. The antenna
is magnetic and should easily cling to any steel or magnetic surface. Secure the antenna close the
exterior of the vehicle where it will be able to easily transmit data. If the OneGauge Hub is installed in a
location close to the edge of the vehicle, the GPS antenna could be attached the inside or outside of the
plastic Hub housing.
b. The accelerometer requires no installation but it configuration may be required if the accelerometer is
installed at an angle. The red button on the case is used to configure the accelerometer and set the
default tilt angles for the inclinometer. To configure the accelerometer after completing the entire
OneGauge installation, follow these steps:
i. Park the vehicle on level ground, both vertically and horizontally. Often a flat parking or garage
offers an ideal place to configure the sensor.
ii. After completing the OneGauge installation, ensure that the OneGauge system is functional and
running. The vehicle does not have to be running but power must be supplied to the OneGauge
Hub. Push the red configure button located on the Hub housing for 1-2 seconds. This should
complete the configuration.
iii. Check your display to ensure that the vehicles tilt sensors both read close to 0 degrees. If the
motor is running, vibrations from the motor may cause slight fluctuations in these numbers as
the sensor is extremely sensitive.
iv. Configuration need only be completed once but can be repeated as many times as necessary or
reconfigured in the future.
12. Relays/On Screen Buttonsa. There are three terminals on each relay (see below picture). Cut the wire
providing power or ground for whatever you want to control. Put one side
of the wire into Terminal 1, and the other side into either Terminal 2 or 3.
Terminal 2 will be automatically connected when you power the unit on,
but will disconnect when you push the button on the screen. Plugging the
second wire into terminal 2 will do the opposite. Unless wired separately,
relays receive power on the same circuit as your OneGauge hub, so any
accessories controlled by the relay will only turn on or off when the
OneGauge is powered.
13. Oxygen Sensors for Air/Fuel Ratio gauges
a. Oxygen sensors install into a bung that must be welded onto your exhaust in an appropriate location,
which depends on your vehicle and exhaust configuration. Please consult an exhaust specialist if you
need this work done and are not confident doing it yourself.
b. The OneGauge oxygen sensor setup accepts analog (0-5 volts) from a variety of oxygen sensor
controllers. It is necessary that the controller be powered independent of your OneGauge setup. The
controller needs to be powered anytime the vehicle is running to regulate the oxygen sensor, while the
OneGauge setup can be switched on off. To ensure that damage does not occur to your oxygen sensor,
please ensure that the unit is always powered when the vehicle is running.
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POWER AND VOLTAGE
POWER RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended to install both a fuse and switch in the positive wire that provides power to any OneGauge
component.
•

A fuse will protect against fire in case of a short or other electrical issue and will also protect OneGauge
components from being damaged. Typically a 5 amp fuse is more than adequate. If oxygen sensors are
added to the same circuit, a 10 amp fuse may be more suitable.
1. Install these wires last to reduce the risk of electrocution or accidental fire during installation of
the previous sensors. Before attaching these wires to the Hub, ensure that the vehicle is off,
battery disconnected, and that all other sensors are property installed and wired. Loose or
improper connections can damage or destroy the OneGauge and may permanently damage the
OneGauge hub or sensors.
2. Two wires ensure that power is supplied to the OneGauge hub. The red wire should be attached to
the positive side of the battery or a relay or switch connected to the positive post. The black wire is
ground and is ideally attached to the negative post of the battery but could also be grounded to the
frame or engine block.
a. It is recommended to always run power from the battery and not from another source, such
as directly from the alternator. The battery acts as a filter from the system and removes
many of the potentially destructive electrical variations that can occur when a vehicle is
running.
3. Voltage is measured from this connection, so no additional wiring is required.

Please Note: During starting, the starter often draws considerable power from the battery and may not leave
enough voltage for correct OneGauge operation. It is recommended that the OneGauge hub be powered on
by switch AFTER the vehicle is running and not during starting.
• To remedy this situation and provide power during starting (if desired), the OneGauge hub can be
powered with an alternate power source. The Hub includes both a USB and DC power port for external
power. The Hub can be powered by any device meant to charge a USB, such as a portable USB charger
or even a vehicle jump starter with a USB connection.
• If an auxiliary battery is used, as soon as the vehicle powers on and sends voltage that exceeds the
voltage from the auxiliary power source, the OneGauge Hub will automatically switch to drawing power
from the higher source and the battery can be removed or turned-off if operated by switch.
• The DC Jack is a 2.1mm plug, center pin positive connection. No more than 12 volts should be applied to
this connection in any setup. In this case, if the voltage applied to the DC jack is more than the voltage
supplied by the vehicle, the OneGauge will continue to draw power from the auxiliary power source
rather than the vehicle itself.
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TABLE 1: Screw Terminals
For the most up to date list, please view the “OneGauge Sensor List” document available on the
FAQs/Documentation portion of our website. For photos, see the following pages.
OneGauge Hub
Terminal
Sensor Type
Recommended Use
+
A1 Temperature
Coolant Temperature
Temperature
Oil Temperature
A2
Pressure
Additional Analog Pressure
A3 Temperature
Transmission Temperature
Temperature
Additional Analog Temperature
A4
Fuel Level
Additional Fuel Level (2nd tank)
A5 Fuel Level
Fuel Level
A6 Pressure
Oil Pressure
B1 Manifold Vacuum
MAP (Vacuum/Boost)
B2 Pressure
Fuel Pressure
B3 Pressure
Oil Pressure
Pressure
Additional Digital Pressure
B4
Air/Fuel Ratio
Oxygen Sensor
B5 Pressure
Additional Digital Pressure
B6 Pressure
Additional Digital Pressure
Pressure
Additional Digital Pressure
B7
Air/Fuel Ratio
Oxygen Sensor
C1 Voltage Input
Accessory Voltage
C2 Voltage Input
Accessory Voltage
Input Voltage Voltage Input
Battery Voltage/Alternator Charge
D1 Digital Temperature
Ambient Air Temperature (Outside)
D2 Digital Temperature
Ambient Air Temperature (In-Vehicle)
D3 Digital Temperature
Intake Air Temperature
D4 Digital Temperature
Coolant Temperature
D5 Digital Temperature
Oil Temperature
D6 Digital Temperature
Transmission Temperature
D7 Digital Temperature
Additional Air Temperature
E1 Liquid Flow
Fuel Flow
E2 LCD Screen 2 Input
Screen Connection – RX from second Nextion Screen
E3 LCD Screen 2 Output
Screen Connection – TX from second Nextion Screen
F1 Tachometer Input
Tachometer
F2 Turn Signal – Left
F3 Turn Signal – Right
TX3 LCD Screen 1 Input
Screen Connection – TX from Nextion Screen
RX3 LCD Screen 1 Output
Screen Connection – RX from Nextion Screen
VDD 12v+ Power
Intended for use with Tachometer – do not use with other sensors
*Please see the following page for switch instructions.
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OneGauge V2 Switch Instructions
As of January 2020, all OneGauge Hubs (aka V2 Hubs) include 8 switches that allow the user to toggle various
settings and change which sensors are read by the Hub. The sensors are labeled 1-8, as pictured below, and
are in the “on” position when the switch is on the opposite side of the number (“off” when closer to the
number label). Please be careful when operating these switches. Switches should only be flipped when the
unit is off and disconnected from power to prevent any accidental damage to the circuit board.
Switches 1-4 and switch 8 change the Hub to read different sensors to provide greater flexibility for the user to
add custom sensor setups. Switches 5-7 turn on or off various modules that can be installed by the user. These
three switches should be in the “off” position unless the module is installed to avoid unnecessary delays in
reading sensor data.

Switch “Off” Setting

“On” Setting

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

A9 reads an Innovate LC-2 AFR Sensor
A12 reads an Innovate LC-2 AFR Sensor
A1 uses 1/8” Temp Sensor
A3 functions as 2nd fuel tank (programming req’d.)
LCD Screen communication is on
GPS communication is on
Accelerometer communication is on
Fuel Pressure reads a 100 PSI sensor (required for
EFI applications with higher fuel pump pressure)

A9 uses 100 PSI Pressure Sensor
A12 uses 200 PSI Pressure Sensor
A1 uses 3/8” Temp Sensor
A3 uses 1/8” Temp Sensor
LCD Screen communication is off
GPS communication is off
Accelerometer communication is off
Fuel Pressure reads a 30 PSI max sensor
(recommended for carbureted applications)
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ONEGAUGE V2 HUB SCREW TERMINAL MAP
Without Terminals Installed (for easier viewing of labels):

-+

+-
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With Terminals Installed (as received by customer):

-+
+-

E1 E2 E3 12V - D7
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TORQUE APP INSTRUCTIONS
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

You must install the “Torque Pro” app on your Android device. This is usually a paid upgrade from Torque
Lite, but Torque Lite (the free version) will not connect to OneGauge.
After installing the OneGauge Hub, check all connections before powering the unit. After the unit has been
powered, the Bluetooth signal will be visible to your device. The name of the connection should be
“ONEGAUGE” or “HC-05”. Then you will need to connect to the Hub using the password “1234”.
Once the Bluetooth connection is established you can open the Torque app. You’ll see a gear shape in the
bottom-left corner. This is your “Main Setup Menu”. Click the gear, then click “Settings”. Under “OBD2
Adapter Settings”, make sure “Connection Type” is set to Bluetooth and select your Bluetooth signal under
the “Select Bluetooth Device” menu.
You can also use the “Main Setup Menu” to setup a Vehicle Profile that will help the app perform
horsepower, torque, and fuel calculations.
To see your gauges, open the “Realtime Information” screen on the Torque home screen. On this screen
you can scroll left and right and see a variety of pre-set gauges. Press and hold to open a menu that will let
you delete gauges that are already there and add new gauges.
To add OneGauge gauges, press and hold on an open spot and select “Add Display”. Choose the type of
display you want, then the next screen is a list of all available sensor options.
o Sensors that are bright green are receiving data. At the top of the list you should see 13pprox.. 25
OneGauge sensors (they all begin with a period, such as .Dig Temp). You’ll be able to see the
current reading of each sensor as you scroll through the list. Any readings collected by your
device’s GPS or accelerometer will also be bright green.
o Sensors that are dark green are active but not receiving data. They are in a “ready” state.
o Sensors that are black are not receiving data. Since you are not using an OBD reader, all of the
default vehicle OBD sensors will be black.
o Press and hold on any gauge to edit it. Selecting “Display Configuration” will allow you to change
the gauge’s size, location, minimum and maximum values, and high/low warnings. You can also
experiment with the other menu options to continue to customize the look of your Torque
dashboard.
Many people have requested information on how to have the Torque app automatically launch when the
vehicle starts. We recommend the Tasker app for help in achieving this.
o Tasker currently costs $3 and is available on the Google Play Store.
o After installation, open Tasker.
o Navigate to the “Tasks” tab and create a new task. Name the task, click the check mark, and you’ll
be on the “Edit Task” screen. Click the “+” to add an element to the task. Select “App” from the list,
and then “Launch app”. Your apps will load, then select the Torque app. Click the back arrow, and
then the small “Play” triangle at the bottom of the screen. If it doesn’t launch Torque, start this
step over. If it is successful, click the back button so you’re on the main Tasker menu.
o On the main menu, select “Profiles” at the top. Use the “+” button to create a new Profile. Select
“State” from the menu and then “Net”. Here you can choose what event actually opens the app.
You’ll want to select “BT Connected”.
▪ In the name box, use the arrow shaped button and select “Bluetooth Status”. Under name,
it should now read “%BLUE”. Then use the magnifying glass icon to select the name of the
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OneGauge Hub Bluetooth connection. In my case, it’s called “ONEGAUGE”. So now the
Name line reads “%BLUE/ONEGAUGE”.
▪ For the Address line, use the magnifying glass and select name of your OneGauge Hub
Bluetooth connection. It will fill the Address line with numbers/letters in this format:
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX
o That’s it. Close the Tasker app and test it by turning on the OneGauge Hub and connecting to the
Bluetooth signal.
For this to work, the device must be powered on (but it can be in sleep or locked mode). One suggestion
we make is to have the device automatically power on and off when it is plugged in or when the plug is
removed. If your device stays in the vehicle and has power run to when the key is on, this is a good way to
‘auto start’ the device. There are tutorials on the internet available for different devices, and since every
device is different, we cannot provide instructions here.

•

Important Note: Once you have created your own dashboard and named your gauges, it is important
that you do not enter the “Realtime Information” screen before the OneGauge has connected to the
phone. If you do, your custom gauge names can be erased and replaced with the defaults from
OneGauge. One option to avoid this is to notify OneGauge at the time of purchase that you will be
changing the names of some and we can set your custom default name for each sensor. Please use
the following procedure:
•
•
•

After starting the vehicle, turn on OneGauge before opening the Torque App.
Do not immediately open the “Realtime Information” screen.
There are four blue icons that appear at the top of the Torque home screen. The first indicates a
GPS Connection, the second is shows the status of the Torque app, the third is your Bluetooth
connection to the OneGauge, and the fourth is your vehicle profile (looks like a truck).
o After opening the app, you need to wait until both the 3 rd and 4th icons are solid blue before
opening the “Realtime Information” screen. Opening the “Realtime Information” screen before
the vehicle profile and Bluetooth connections are loaded will erase your custom gauge names.
o A very easy way to tell when the “Realtime Information” screen is ready is the gauge in that
appears on the home screen. When the gauge reads “Accel”, do not open the “Realtime
Information” screen. Only after this gauge changes to “Revs” is the “Realtime Information”
screen ready.
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OBD Setup and Instructions
How the OBD System Works:
•
•
•

It’s important to understand the basics of how the system works, which will make it easier to create a
setup that works for you.
Sensors on your vehicle, such as the Coolant Temp Sensor, are named in the OBD system by PID codes.
The PID code is the numeric name for each sensor.
When you plug in your OBD module to the OBD port, the module must connect to an application on
your device (phone, tablet, laptop, etc). The app then sends requests for data through the OBD
module.
o For example, the Coolant Temp Sensor is PID #5. When you attempt to look at the Coolant
Temp gauge on your screen, the app sends a request to the vehicle’s ECU for the reading for #5
and returns it as the Coolant Temp reading.

OneGauge and OBD
•

•

•
•

If the OBD option was purchased, OneGauge has the ability to send sensor readings using standard
OBDII wireless modules to any app or program that is designed to accept standard OBDII readings.
Basically, the OneGauge system acts as an ECU and mimics the way it sends sensor readings through
the module and to your device.
Many OneGauge sensors send data through standard OBDII names, but some use non-standard names
and others require an app that supports custom PIDs (not all apps support this feature- see below).
o Apps that support custom PIDs (recommended for use with OneGauge):
▪ Android: Torque Pro
▪ Iphone/Ipod: OBDFusion
▪ PC: OBD Dash
There are two sets of custom PID lists that make it very easy to setup OneGauge sensors. Each are
available for download on the OneGauge FAQs and Documentation page.
Connecting to an Apple device: When using a Bluetooth OBDII module, some modules require you to
add them as a Bluetooth connection in your phone settings. Others will connect to the phone
automatically when your OBD app is launched.

Adding OneGauge PIDs to your App
•

To upload all OneGauge PIDs into torque:
o Download the OneGauge Torque PID list onto your device and locate it in the Android Files app.
o In the files app settings, select “Show Hidden Files”. The location of this option may be different
in different versions of the Android operating system. These files begin with “.”.
o Open the Torque app, select the Settings gear image on the home screen, select “Manage extra
PIDs/Sensors”, click the three “…” in the upper right corner, select “Add predefined set”. Close
the Torque app.
o Copy the OneGauge PID list and paste it into Internal Storage > .torque > extendedpids.
o Return to the last screen you visited in Torque, “Add predefined set”, and you should see the
OneGauge Torque PID list that you can select. Select it and Torque will add all of the OneGuage
sensors, which will show up at the top of your sensor list when you add a display.
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•

•

•

•

OBD Fusion does not support batch upload- all PIDs for your selected sensor will need to be entered
manually. See the OBD PID Instructions on the OneGauge FAQs and Documentation site for guidance
on how to enter PIDs into the OBD Fusion app.
OBD Dash supports an extremely easy upload process. First, tap “Custom PID” on the homepage. There
will be an option present to import a list of PID codes. Use the appropriate list and import the codes,
then edit if needed.
o There are two files, one for Metric Units, and one for Imperial (American/British) units
available. Please choose the one that most closely fits your needs and edit if required.
Note: If you need to edit the batch PID file for any reason, it is recommended to open and edit the data
with Notepad or other similar basic text editor. While the file can be opened in Excel, often Excel adds
formatting that can make the file unreadable for the app.
Once PIDs are added, you can view sensors readings and add gauges just like you would a normal
sensor in the app.
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•

RealDash Setup and Instructions
Install the RealDash app on your Android device. We recommend the upgraded version, but it may not
be required.
Swipe up to reveal the menu, and select “Garage”. You’ll see the animated car enter, click on the door,
and then click on the dashboard. You’ll get a “Connections” menu. If this is your first time starting
RealDash, it may take you to the Connections menu when the app is getting setup.
Choose “RealDash Can”. Select “Bluetooth” connection, and the connect to your Bluetooth device,
either “ONEGAUGE” or “HC-05” (for help with this step, see the Torque App instructions above).
You’ll then need to download the CAN Description File to your phone. It is available on our website at
TheOneGauge.com/FAQs.
Once you select the description file, hit done and navigate back to the main gauge screen.
You can then add gauges. RealDash provides various “data sources” for gauges, and these are specially
programmed for OneGauge setups. A list is below. Remember, you’ll only get real readings for sensors
you’ve installed with OneGauge.
o Engine/ECU Inputs: AFR1 & 2, Battery Voltage, Coolant Temp, Engine Oil Pressure, Engine Oil
Temperature, Intake Air Temp, MAF g/s, Manifold Absolute Pressure, RPM, Throttle Position,
o Transmission: Gear, Oil Temperature (transmission fluid), Vehicle Speed
o Body Electronics: Fuel Pressure, Ambient Temp
o ECU Specific: EGT sensors, Ambient Temp, Altitude, Additional Temperature, Additional
Voltage, and Additional Pressure sensors.
Indicator lights are located in the Transmission, Body Electronics, and ECU Specific sources. Since these
are custom programmed, we’ll let you know when you purchase your setup where to find each
indicator.
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ONEGAUGE TROUBLESHOOTING
Please follow each suggestion in the order it is listed.
If you are unable to resolve the issue, please contact theonegauge@gmail.com
Electrical interference from the vehicle can be passed
into the Hub through the power or sensor wiring.
1. Check all connections at the Hub
2. Add ferrite cores to prevent some electrical
interference (available on Ebay/Amazon).
3. Remove the RPM and/or Fuel Flow sensor data
The OneGauge hub keeps disconnecting
wires and see if this solves the problem. Add a ferrite
every few seconds from the Torque app.
core to either wire if necessary.
4. Remove each sensor wire and attempt to
determine which wire might be causing interference.
5. Power the OneGauge Hub off of a USB port on a
laptop and see if the symptoms go away. Any LCD
screens should be disconnected if this step is taken.
All of my sensors names and information in Torque
are gone and reset to default.

One or more of my sensors are giving random or
nonsense readings.

In the Torque app I’m seeing readings for sensors
that I don’t even have installed.
My LCD screen is only showing 0s or stops updating.

My LCD is flickering or turning off.

See the “Important Note” on page 15.
1. Check connections carefully. Erratic sensor
behavior can be caused by a loose power, ground, or
signal wire (even if it is not a wire for that sensor).
2. Check all sensor wires to ensure they are not
damaged, burned, or broken.
3. Check the sensor for evidence of damage or
failure.
Seen sensor troubleshooting on the next page for
sensor specific issues.
This is normal! The Hub reads random electrical
noise in the air or vehicle if a sensor is not plugged in.
Check the wiring coming out of the LCD screen into
the OneGauge hub. A loose connection will cause
erratic screen behavior.
The LCD may not be getting enough voltage, or your
power supply cannot provide enough amperage to
power the screen. Ensure that the Hub is powered by
the + and – terminal, not by USB, and that your
power source can easily provide 2-3 amps of current
to the OneGauge hub at 9v or more.
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Sensor Troubleshooting
Sensor:
Analog
Temperature or
Pressure sensors
(one wire sensors)

Digital Pressure
Sensors

Problem:
Incorrect reading
displayed, reading stays
steady (not jumping
randomly)

No readings or
incorrect/random
readings

Recommended Solutions:
Check all wire connections. Analog sensors ground
through the threads of the sensors, so remove any
thread tape or anything else that may prevent solid
grounding.
If you are still having trouble, please contact us and let us
know which sensor you are having trouble with and what
screw terminal it is attached to.
There are three things to check with digital pressure
sensors.
1. Check all connections to make sure all wiring is tight
and terminals are making good contact with the wires.
2. Is the sensor reading 0 when no pressure is applied
(OneGauge setup is on but engine is off)? If so, your
sensor is likely working correctly.
3. If you unplug the sensor from the wiring pigtail (the
portion of the wiring that clicks into the sensor itself), do
the readings start varying randomly? If this is the case
and you get steady 0 readings when no pressure is
applied, your wiring is likely good.
A failed sensor will usually display a single reading (0 or
possible another number) that does not change even
when pressure is applied. A sure-fire way to test a sensor
is to use an air compressor and apply a small amount of
pressure to the sensor and check voltage on the Green
wire to see if fluctuates as you change the pressure.

Tachometer
Fuel Level

No readings or incorrect
readings
Incorrect readings

In the event you are still having trouble, please reach out
to OneGauge and include the PSI rating for the sensor
you are using and which screw terminal it is attached to.
Please read our ‘Tachometer Setup and Troubleshooting’
document located on TheOneGauge.com/FAQs
When nothing is connected to the fuel level terminal,
usually the fuel level will read 100%. Check all
connections at the tank, including grounds.
If you are getting readings other than 100% but they are
incorrect or reversed (you are getting 100% at empty but
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Oxygen Sensors

No reading or incorrect
reading

Digital
Temperature
Sensors

Incorrect readings

High Temperature
Sensors

Readings are reversed

Sensor reads 0 or 32 and
doesn’t change

GPS Speedometer

No speedometer reading

Accelerometer
(vehicle roll/tilt)

Roll/tilt readings are
reversed

0% at full tank) please contact OneGauge for a code
update. Be ready to provide the resistance levels of your
fuel level sender at empty and full.
Please first follow the instructions of the oxygen sensor
controller you purchased. Many require specific
installation and calibration procedures, and they often
have troubleshooting procedures of their own.
If you are getting incorrect readings after following these
instructions, please reach out to us to ensure your
OneGauge hub is programmed for the sensor you are
using.
Digital temp sensor will give the following unchanging
readings if there is an issue0 or 32 degrees– Sensor is not detected, make sure you
are using the correct screw terminal for the yellow wire
85 or 185- Bad connection
-127 – Bad Connection
If your temperature decreases when it should increase,
your thermocouple wires are reversed. Switch the
positive and negative wires and it should work fine.
Check your connection to your sensor. Ensure that the
module is plugged into the correct port on the OneGauge
Hub.
Any high temp sensor that is plugged in and working will
show in the Torque app. However, LCD screens usually
only display readings from the sensor installed in the #1
port.
Ensure the GPS antenna is placed on the exterior of the
car or has a view of ‘open sky’. Attaching it to a magnetic
surface also can help. The GPS may take about 30
seconds to initially connect, especially if has moved
without being connected or it is connecting for the first
time.
To check the connection status of the GPS, there is a light
on the module (usually green). When not connected, the
light is constantly on. When connected, it will flash on
and off once per second.
Correct roll/tilt readings depend on the orientation of the
hub when mounted. You should have received
installation instructions that indicated the orientation of
installation.
If this need to be changed, please notify us and we can
correct the readings with a code update.
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